Transcultural Bodies: Geographies of Embodiment

Workshop with Prof. Caroline Faria (University of Texas)

Wednesday 08 March 2017 | HSG 58-018, Tellstr. 2, 9000 St. Gallen
Programme

10.00  Welcome and getting-to-know each other

10.30  Introducing embodiment: transcultural geographies of the body

  working paper by Caroline Faria

  questions & discussion

12.30  Lunch (Focacceria*)

14.00  Conceptualising bodies: cultural bodies and transcorporeality

  group discussions based on readings

15.00  Break

15.30  Researching embodiment: theories, methodologies, positionality

  short inputs by participants reflecting their own theorisations and methodological
  approaches (max. 10 min/participant)

  guiding questions:
  - How do you conceptualise bodies/embodiment in your research?
  - How do you engage with bodies/embodiment methodologically?
  - In what ways do the readings inspire you to re-conceptualise and/or engage
    with bodies/embodiment in your research?

17.00  Conclusion and outlook

17.30  End of workshop

18.00  Dinner†

Readings for preparation


Optional


* Focacceria, Metzergasse 22, 9000 St. Gallen (self-pay)
† location to be confirmed, self-pay